A family with complement factor D deficiency
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A complement factor D deficiency was found in a young woman who had experienced a serious Neisseria meningitidis infection, in a deceased family member with a history of meningitis, and in three relatives without a history of serious infections. The patient and these three relatives showed a normal activity of the classical complement pathway, but a very low activity of the alternative complement pathway and a very low capacity to opsonize Escherichia coli and N. meningitidis (isolated from the patient) for phagocytosis by normal human neutrophils. The alternative pathway-dependent hemolytic activity and the opsonizing capacity of these sera were restored by addition of purified factor D. The family had a high degree of consanguinity, and several other family members exhibited decreased levels of factor D. The gene encoding factor D was found to contain a point mutation that changed the TCG codon for serine 42 into a TAG stop codon. This mutation was found in both alleles of the five completely factor D–deficient family members and in one allele of 21 other members of the same family who had decreased or low-normal factor D levels in their serum. The gene sequence of the signal peptide of human factor D was also identified. Our report is the first, to our knowledge, to document a Factor D gene mutation. The mode of inheritance of factor D deficiency is autosomal recessive, in accordance with the localization of the Factor D gene on chromosome 19. Increased susceptibility for infections in individuals with a partial factor D deficiency is unlikely.


Introduction

The complement system consists of more than 20 plasma proteins and plays an important role in the defense against microorganisms (1). Activation of the classical or the alternative pathway results in the cleavage of C3, the central component of the system. In the alternative pathway, the spontaneous hydrolysis product iC3 (i.e., C3 with intact peptide chains but with a hydrolyzed thioester) complexes with factor B in the presence of magnesium ions, which allows factor D to cleave factor B bound to iC3, thus producing the fluid-phase, alternative C3 convertase iC3Bb. This iC3Bb convertase generates C3b from native C3 and accounts for the spontaneous “tick-over” of C3 in plasma. The C3b generated in this way may bind to a bacterial surface, where it is protected from degradation by factors I and H and can bind factor B to give the C3bB complex. Upon cleavage of factor B in this complex by factor D, another C3 convertase is generated, which cleaves additional C3. This convertase C3bb can become stabilized by binding properdin. C3bbP bound to bacteria generates many C3b molecules, which in turn can bind to the nearby bacterial surface and be protected from degradation as a result. Bound C3b molecules can either remain as such and act as opsonins for enhanced phagocytosis of the bacteria by phagocytic cells, they can bind new molecules of factor B to generate new C3 convertase complexes in the amplification loop of C3 activation, or they can combine with factor B and another molecule of C3b to generate the C5 convertase C3bBb3b. This last enzyme binds and cleaves C5, with the subsequent generation of C5a and C5b. Interaction of C5b with the terminal components of the complement system C6, C7, C8, and C9 results in the formation of the “membrane attack complex.”

Factor D fulfills an essential role in the initiation and propagation of the alternative pathway of complement activation and in the amplification loop of C3 activation. Factor D is a serine protease of about 24 kDa that circulates in the blood as a constitutively active enzyme. It is synthesized by fat cells and macrophages (2). Deficiencies have been described for almost all components of the complement system, including factor D (3). Increased susceptibility to (recurrent) Neisseria infections has been observed in patients with deficiencies in terminal or alternative pathway components (4). We describe a patient suffering from meningococcemia caused by N.
meningitides and a deceased family member with a history of bacterial meningitis. Those two patients and three living family members had a complete factor D deficiency; several other family members had a partial factor D deficiency. Further investigations revealed the first mutation in the complement factor D gene.

Case report. A 23-year-old, nonobese Dutch woman was referred to our hospital because she suffered from a collapse accompanied by a sudden onset of fever and skin changes. Her medical history revealed no abnormalities; there were no records of recurrent (bacterial) infections in the patient, in her nonidentical twin sister, or in the other living family members at that time. At admission, the patient’s blood pressure was 80/60 mmHg, and the oxygen saturation of her blood was 86%. Several petechiae and subcutaneous ecchymoses were noticed (Figure 1). Stiff neck muscles were not found.

The hemoglobin level was 6.9 mmol/l (normal: 7.0–10.0 mmol/l), the white blood cell count was 10.1 × 10⁹/l (normal: 4.0–10.0 × 10⁹/l) with 24% band forms, the platelet concentration was 37 × 10¹²/l (normal 150–450 × 10¹²/l), the activated partial thromboplastin time was 102 seconds (normal: 25–38 seconds), the fibrinogen level was 0.6 g/l (normal: 1.7–3.3 g/l), and the semiquantitative analysis of D dimers was strongly positive (+++; normal: negative). Her clinical condition deteriorated rapidly with severe hypotension and hypoventilation, which required mechanical ventilation and pressure support at the intensive care unit. The patient was immediately treated with intravenous penicillin G and stress-dose steroids because the clinical picture was highly suggestive for the Waterhouse-Friderichsen syndrome. Blood and cerebrospinal fluid cultures were found to be positive for Neisseria meningitidis serogroup B (type 15, subtype P1.5). Although the clinical course was complicated by a progressive decline of the renal function and diffuse intravascular coagulation, the patient did recover completely. During her recovery, she did not receive prophylactic antibiotics. We decided to perform a complement system analysis to search for a complement factor deficiency in this family. The pedigree (Figure 2) shows a high degree of consanguinity, which renders an autosomal recessive inheritance very likely. The patient and her family members gave informed consent for the study protocol.

During the ongoing search for other factor D deficiencies in this family, we found very recently a fifth homozygous individual (III-18 in Figure 2). This man, born in 1929, survived a bacterial meningitis of unknown origin during his military service in 1949 and developed in January 2000 a fatal pneumonia and meningitis caused by Streptococcus pneumoniae. The diagnosis of factor D deficiency was made on DNA, obtained from stored liquor. The two daughters of this patient are heterozygous for factor D deficiency.

Methods
Complement assays. The activities of the classical (CH50) and alternative (AP50) complement pathways were determined as described (5, 6) and expressed as a percentage of the values found with a pool of serum obtained from 30 healthy donors. The concentrations...
of the complement C4 and C3 were measured by an immunoturbidimetric assay on a Cobas Fara centrifugal autoanalyzer.

**Factor D assays.** Polyclonal sheep Ab's against factor D (The Binding Site, Birmingham, United Kingdom) were conjugated to NaIO₄-activated horseradish peroxidase (HRP). Another portion of these Ab’s was coupled to biotin. These reagents were used to determine the concentration of factor D by an ELISA based on the Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals Inc. (Mannheim, Germany) Enzymun-Test system ES 300. Streptavidin-coated tubes were incubated with a mixture of 50 µl of diluted serum and 450 µl of a 1:1000 dilution of the anti–factor D biotin conjugate. After a 60-minute incubation at 37°C, the tubes were washed and a 1:500 diluted HRP-conjugated anti–factor D was added; the tubes were then incubated for a further hour at 37°C. After washing, 500 µl of ABTS substrate solution was added and incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C. The samples’ OD was measured at 450 nm. Normal human serum was calibrated with the purified factor D preparation from Quidel Corp. (San Diego, California, USA) and was used thereafter as a standard for the factor D ELISA.

Factor D–depleted serum for testing factor D activity was prepared by applying normal human serum to a BioRex-70 column and collecting the breakthrough fraction (7). Dilutions of serum or purified factor D (50 µl) were tested in round-bottomed microtiter plates with factor D–depleted serum (50 µl) in the presence of 50 µl of veronal buffer with MgEGTA and 50 µl of rabbit erythrocyte suspension. After incubation for 1 hour on a laboratory shaker at 37°C, the plate was centrifuged, and the OD’s of the supernatants were measured in flat-bottomed plates at 412 nm.

**Opsonization assay.** The capacity of sera to promote the phagocytosis of *Escherichia coli* by normal human neutrophils was determined in a microscopic assay. In brief, 10⁶ serum-resistant *E. coli* 054 were mixed with 10⁶ neutrophils in a HEPES medium (132 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, 6 mM KCl, 1 mM MgSO₄, 1 mM CaCl₂, 1.2 mM K₂HPO₄, 5.5 mM glucose, 0.5 % wt/vol human albumin, and 5 mM MgEGTA, pH 7.4) and different concentrations of human serum in a total volume of 100 µl. These mixtures were incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C in a shaking water bath. Samples of 10 µl were then diluted with 40 µl of ice-cold PBS containing 10% (vol/vol) albumin. About 25 µl of each sample were spun onto a microscope slide in a cytocentrifug and then stained with May-Grünwald/Giemsa. Forty cells per slide were counted for their content of bacteria. The results were expressed as the mean number of bacteria per cell. The same procedure was followed for the opsonization assay of *N. meningitidis* (isolated from the cerebrospinal fluid of the patient), except that the MgEGTA was left out of the reaction mixture (no opsonization was observed in the presence of MgEGTA).

**cDNA PCR.** RNA was isolated from blood leukocytes by the method of Chirgwin et al. (8), followed by cDNA synthesis (9). Factor D cDNA (2) was amplified in three overlapping fragments of about 400 bp. The sense primers were labeled with a –21M13 flag (Table 1). The PCR was performed in an Air Thermo Cycler (Idaho Technology, Idaho Falls, Idaho, USA), 0.2 µl of Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/µl; Promega Corp., Madison, Wisconsin, USA), 1 µl of a 1-µM solution of each primer, and 2 µl of sample solution containing approximately 2 ng/µl cDNA. The cycle conditions were 10 seconds at 96°C, 10 seconds at 60°C, and 40 seconds at 72°C, for 40 cycles at slope 9.
For the amplification of fragment 3, GC-buffer and 7-deaza-dNTP were omitted; Promega Thermophilic DNA polymerase 10x buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, 500 mM KCl, 1% vol/vol Triton X-100) and 0.6 µl of dNTP solution (5 mM of each dNTP) were used instead. To improve the yield, the cDNA amplification product obtained with primers 2S and 3AS was used as a template (1 µl) for the amplification of fragment 3. Similarly, the cDNA amplification product obtained with primers 1S and 1AS (fragment 1) was used as a template for the amplification of fragments 1a and 1b.

Genomic PCR. Genomic DNA was isolated from leukocytes with the Puregene kit (Gentra Systems Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA) or from blood plasma with a QIA-Amp blood kit 50 (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden, Germany). PCR was performed in glass capillaries containing 1.1 µl of water, 2 µl of 10x BSA solution (2.5 µg/µl BSA; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Missouri, USA), 1.5 µl of Promega Thermophilic DNA polymerase in 10x buffer, 0.9 µl of MgCl2 (25 mM), 2 µl of flagged sense primer (10 µM), 2 µl of anti-Taq DNA polymerase (7 µM), 0.2 µl of Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/µl), 2 µl of flagged sense primer (10 µM) (Table 1), 1.5 µl of GC-melt (5 M GC-melt; CLONTECH Laboratories Inc.) and 5 µl of genomic DNA solution (25–250 ng/µl in water). The cycle conditions were 5 seconds at 96°C, 5 seconds at 60°C, and 30 seconds at 72°C, for 50 cycles at slope 9.

Sequencing. Direct sequencing of the amplified products was performed with the BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction kit (PE Applied Biosystems, Warrington, United Kingdom) and the antisense primer. The products were analyzed on an ABI Prism 377 sequencer (PE Applied Biosystems).

5’RACE. To identify the 5’ sequence of the complement factor D cDNA, the 5’ RACE System for Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (SMART) kit (Clontech Laboratories, Inc.) was used. cDNA was synthesized from the RNA template with the SMARTer kit (Clontech Laboratories, Inc.) and the antisense primer.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment code</th>
<th>Direction (sense or antisense)</th>
<th>Nucleotide sequence</th>
<th>Nucleotide number</th>
<th>Amplimer length (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLAG</td>
<td></td>
<td>S'-TGT AAA ACG ACG GCC AGT-3'</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragment 1a</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S'-FLAG-TCC TCC TAG GAG CGG CGG CC-3'</td>
<td>32–51</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>S'-AGC TGG TAC AGC GCC TGG GG-3'</td>
<td>271–290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragment 1b</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S'-FLAG-GTT TCC TGG GGC GGC CAC TC-3'</td>
<td>232–251</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>S'-AGT TCC CGG TGG TAC GTC GC-3'</td>
<td>419–438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragment 2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S'-FLAG-CAC AGT GGC GCC TGC TGT GC-3'</td>
<td>372–391</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>S'-GGG CAG TGG TCC CAT AAC AAG-3'</td>
<td>1071–1091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genomic PCR</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S'-FLAG-AGT AAG AGA GAG GCC GAG CAC GCC CGG-3'</td>
<td>88–111</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>S'-AAC C(C/T)G CAC TCT CCC GTC GCC CCT-3'</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S’RACE</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S'-CCG TGG CTC CAG GCA GTG GCC CGG CGG-3'</td>
<td>190–213</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amplification of cDNA Ends, Version 2.0 (Life Technologies Inc., Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA) was used. The cDNA was synthesized from leukocyte mRNA with the factor D–specific primer 2AS following protocol 6.1.1 for high GC-content transcripts of the 5′RACE kit. After purification and homopolymeric tailing, a so-called abridged anchor primer (AAP) and 1ASR primer (Table 1) were used for amplification of the RACE product. The amplification method was identical to the genomic PCR, except 5 μl of RACE product was used. The cycle conditions were 5 seconds at 96°C, 10 seconds at 55°C, and 90 seconds at 72°C, for 50 cycles at slope 9. This PCR was also performed with the primer pair AAP and 11AS. Both PCR products were sequenced as described above but with the primers 1ASR and AUAP (from the 5′RACE kit).

Results

Complement assays. Routine examination of the patient’s serum revealed that the AP50 titer was below the detection limit in various fresh serum samples, indicating a total absence of alternative pathway activity of the complement system (Table 2). The CH50 titer was in the normal range, as were the concentrations of C3 and C4 (Table 2). In addition, immunochemical (double immunodiffusion) tests demonstrated near normal concentrations for factors H and I and properdin (not shown).

The activity of factor D was tested with factor D–depleted serum; this revealed that no factor D activity was present in the patient’s serum (Figure 3a). Restoration of the alternative pathway activity was achieved by adding purified factor D to the patient’s serum (Figure 3b). Because a total factor D deficiency was likely, family members of the patient were tested. Table 2 shows that the patient’s twin sister, their mother, and a maternal uncle also lacked alternative pathway activity in their serum and that they all had factor D concentrations below the detection limit of the factor D assay (0.03 mg/l) (Figure 3a). Reconstitution experiments with purified factor D were performed, and — as with the serum from the propositus — the alternative pathway activity in all three sera was restored by the addition of factor D (not shown).

Some of the other family members showed a normal AP50 titer but a diminished factor D activity (Figure 3a). It is also clear from Table 2 that a considerable number of family members had a factor D concentration below or in the lower part of the normal range.

DNA analysis. To identify the cause of the factor D deficiency and to clarify the mode of inheritance in this family, sequence analysis was first performed on PCR-amplified cDNA of factor D, derived from mRNA of circulating leukocytes. The results were inconclusive, because very little PCR product was obtained from the factor D–deficient individuals. It was decided, therefore, to amplify exonic sequences of factor D from genomic DNA. However, the 5′sequences of the human factor D gene, encoding the signal peptide of factor D, have not yet been described. A 5′RACE was performed for this purpose. The results are shown in Figure 4. Based on this
information, appropriate primers were designed and subsequently used to amplify and sequence the genomic exons. This revealed a mutation of the TCG codon for serine 42 into a TAG stop codon (Figure 4) on both alleles in the five factor D–deficient family members and on one allele in 21 of the family members with decreased or low normal factor D levels. Twenty-nine family members with normal factor D levels had no mutation in their factor D gene. The mode of inheritance appears to be autosomal recessive (Figure 2). The high number of heterozygotes and the occurrence of homozygotes in three generations are explained by the numerous consanguineous marriages in this family. Analysis of 130 alleles from healthy control individuals revealed no abnormality in the codon for serine 42.

Opsonization studies. To study the effect of the factor D deficiency on the opsonization of microorganisms that activate the alternative complement pathway, serum-resistant E. coli 054 bacteria were incubated with neutrophils from a healthy volunteer in the presence of various concentrations of normal or factor D-deficient serum. Normal human neutrophils were incubated for 0–30 minutes with E. coli 054 or N. meningitidis serogroup B, type 15, subtype P1.5 (isolated from the patient) in the presence of 10% (vol/vol) patient serum or 10% (vol/vol) normal human pool serum. The uptake of the bacteria by the neutrophils was assessed microscopically. Lower concentrations of the pool serum gave suboptimal opsonization; higher concentrations gave similar opsonization, as did 10% of the pool serum. The results depicted in Figure 5, a and b, show a strongly decreased phagocytosis of E. coli in the presence of factor D–deficient serum, which was corrected by the addition of purified factor D to these sera. Figure 5c shows that the patient’s serum also had a decreased capacity to opsonize the Neisseria meningitidis strain isolated from the patient’s cerebrospinal fluid, in contrast to normal serum. This defect was also corrected by purified factor D.

Table 2
Assay of complement components in serum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C3 mg/dl</th>
<th>C4 mg/dl</th>
<th>CH50 %</th>
<th>AP50 %</th>
<th>factor D mg/l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthy donors, nonfamily members (n = 60)</td>
<td>135 ± 23</td>
<td>25 ± 8</td>
<td>100 ± 25</td>
<td>100 ± 25</td>
<td>1.39 ± 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family members C/C (n = 29)</td>
<td>107 ± 21</td>
<td>23 ± 7</td>
<td>92 ± 16</td>
<td>113 ± 28</td>
<td>2.22 ± 0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family members A/C (n = 19)</td>
<td>114 ± 23</td>
<td>23 ± 5</td>
<td>104 ± 19</td>
<td>106 ± 22</td>
<td>0.92 ± 0.243a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family members A/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV:8</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV:11</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V:7 (propositus)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V:8</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean ± SD. Data of III:18, IV:25, and IV:26 are incomplete and are therefore not included. C/C, wild-type factor D gene; A/C, heterozygotes for C125A; A/A, homozygotes for C125A. *Statistically different from the factor D levels found in healthy donors (nonfamily members) and from the factor D levels of family members with the wild-type factor D gene (both P < 0.0001; two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test).

Discussion

Human complement factor D is an obligatory, catalytic component of the alternative pathway of complement activation. The close similarity of enzymatic specificity between mouse adipsin and human complement factor D has led to the suggestion that adipsin may be the mouse homologue of factor D (10, 11). White et al. have isolated cDNA for human adipsin and demonstrated that this encodes a protein with 98% amino acid sequence similarity with purified natural human complement factor D (2).

Data concerning the susceptibility for infections and the mode of inheritance in adults with factor D deficiency are limited to two observations, both from Dutch centers. Kluin-Nelemans et al. found a partial (8% of normal levels) deficiency of factor D in an adult twin suffering from recurrent bacterial respiratory infections with various microorganisms (12). The mother, a brother, and a sister had normal factor D levels. Hiemstra et al. have described a complete deficiency of complement factor D in a young man with recurrent Neisseria infections (3). The patient’s mother showed a partial factor D deficiency; the patient’s sister, father, and maternal grandparents had factor D levels within the normal range. The authors suggested an X-linked mode of inheritance, with a new mutation that had occurred in the mother. In a more recent paper, a 6-day-old neonate was described with a complete factor D deficiency, suffering from pneumococcal sepsis (13). This report did not provide data on the baby’s family. Furthermore, follow-up data were lacking, and the possibility of a late-onset increase in factor D cannot be excluded.

Our report is the first, to our knowledge, to document a mutation in the factor D gene, resulting in a complete factor D deficiency in a patient suffering from a serious N. meningitidis infection, in a relative with a history of bacterial meningitis of unknown origin, and in three of her relatives without a history of (recurrent) infections. The extended family search revealed a high degree of consanguinity, with 21 family members...
heterozygous for the mutation. The factor D concentration and the molecular analysis showed a good correlation, although some heterozygotes had low-normal factor D levels (Table 2). This is probably due to the fact that factor D is an acute-phase protein, leading to a wide range of normal serum values. The mode of inheritance of factor D deficiency is autosomal recessive, which is in accordance with the localization of the factor D gene on chromosome 19 (14), but in contrast to the previously suggested X-linked inheritance based on factor D activity measurements in one patient and only five family members (3).

Our attempts to perform DNA sequence analysis based on the cDNA sequence of human adipisin/factor D failed, because we did not obtain sufficient PCR product from cDNA generated from leukocyte mRNA of the individuals with a complete factor D deficiency. This may be due to very low levels of factor D mRNA in these individuals, caused by instability of the mRNA coding for a protein with a stop codon in the N-terminal region (15). Analysis of the $S'$ region of the human factor D gene revealed a high homology with the mouse adipisin gene (16), namely 71% at the nucleotide level and 64% at the amino acid level (Figure 4). As in mice, human factor D is first expressed as a zymogen, from which an activation peptide is split off before release of the mature, active protein into the circulation (17).

It is remarkable that the propositus in our family suffered from an almost fatal N. meningitidis sepsis and that another family member had a history of bacterial meningitis, whereas the other family members with complete or partial factor D deficiency had no history of infections. We have searched for additional defects in the antibacterial defense in the propositus, but we have found no clear differences with the other three living, completely factor D–deficient family members. All four individuals available for further studies had a low concentration of mannose-binding lectin (MBL) in their serum, in three of them (IV:8, V:7, and V:8) correlating with the well-known codon 57 $G\rightarrow A$ mutation in one allele of the MBL gene, predicting Gly57$\rightarrow$Glu (18). The effect of this decreased MBL concentration on the opsonization of N. meningitidis serogroup B cannot be tested in vitro, because the capsule of these bacteria inhibits binding of MBL (19). However, after removal of the lipo-oligosaccharides and the sialic acids from the capsular polysaccharides in a host, MBL may still be able to promote deposition of opsonic complement fragments on these bacteria. Nevertheless, this does not explain the difference in clinical expression between patient V:7 and her mother IV:8 or her sister V:8. We also determined by genetic analysis three polymorphisms in Fc$\gamma$RI receptors in the four completely factor D–deficient individuals (20–22). The patient, her mother, and her uncle IV:11 were found to be heterozygotes for the 131H and the 131R allotypes of Fc$\gamma$RIIa, whereas the patient’s sister was homozygous for the 131H allotype. The 131R allotype does not react with IgG$_1$-opsonized microorganisms, in contrast to the 131H allotype (23). Similarly, the patient, her mother, and her uncle were homozygotes for the NA2 allotype of Fc$\gamma$RIIb, whereas the patient’s sister was heterozygous for the NA1 and the NA2 allotype. The NA2 allotype reacts less efficiently with IgG$_1$-opsonized microorganisms than does the NA1 allotype (24). Finally, the patient and her mother were found to be homozygotes for the 158V allotype of Fc$\gamma$RIIa, whereas the patient’s sister and her uncle were heterozygotes for 158V and 158F. The 158V allotype binds more IgG$_1$, IgG$_3$, and IgG$_4$ than does the 158F allotype of this receptor (22). Thus, the reason for the difference in clinical expression between these four factor D–deficient individuals remains to be established.

The lack of obvious infections in three of the five completely factor D–deficient individuals in our family also contrasts with the previously reported cases of complete factor D deficiency, who all had recurrent bacterial infections. Firm conclusions about the vulnerability to bacterial infections of persons with complete factor D deficiency are hampered by the low number of individuals reported with complete factor D deficiency. All persons with complete factor D deficiency presented with AP50 titers below the detection limit. Our understanding of the prevalence and pathogenesis of factor D deficiency can be improved by the determination of AP50 titers in young patients with Neisseria infections.

Our patient and the three living family members with complete factor D deficiency received vaccinations against meningococcal and pneumococcal infections and Haemophilus influenzae type B, which resulted in adequate Ab responses. The finding of complete factor D deficiency in a deceased family member with a history of bacterial meningitis supports the concept that factor D deficiency is a significant risk factor for serious invasive bacterial diseases including meningitis. The use of prophylactic antibiotics in complete factor D–deficient individuals is questionable. The risk of selection of penicillin-resistant bacteria should be balanced against the possible benefit of protection against life-threatening infections, which will not occur in every person with complete factor D deficiency. The recent finding of the second case of a serious episode of meningitis in a patient with complete factor D deficiency in this family has led to a reconsideration of our initial decision not to use prophylactic antibiotics in people with complete factor D deficiency. The absence of any history of infections in individuals with a partial factor D deficiency renders increased susceptibility to infections with encapsulated bacteria unlikely. Therefore, in our opinion, an extensive vaccination program or the use of prophylactic antibiotics in individuals with a partial factor D deficiency is not necessary.

Finally, decreased factor D activity has been found in several mouse and rat models pertaining to obesity. However, the previously suggested role of factor D in the regulation of the energy balance and in the patho-
genesis of obesity is in contrast with the absence of obesity in our patient and her relatives with complete factor D deficiency (11, 25). It is more likely that part of the factor D production occurs in adipocytes and that this production is impaired in patients with obesity (26).
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